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Editor: Caryl Simpson 
caryl@simtronics.co.nz  

1.AGM ..............................................................10 March 
2. Branches 22 & 26 BBQ, Carluke............. 12 March 
3.Grape Ride...................................................2 April 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Ken Hynds ZL2KHZ 

VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 
144.150MHz 

BUMPER 

EDITION! 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 

JOINT INTERCLUB BBQ BRANCH 26 AND BRANCH 22 YEARLY GET TOGETHER 
 

The time has come again for Branch 26 to try and get the trophy back from us. So come along and have a fun 
day, catch up with some old friends or make some new ones. WE CAN”T LET THEM WIN!!! 
 

Date:  March 12th  
Venue:  Carluke Domain / Hall Rai Valley 
Time:  Any time after 10am, lunch will be at 12.30pm 
Items to Bring along: Salad or dessert to share, own eating utensils, plates etc. 
chair to sit on, sunscreen and a hat, togs if you are game to swim in the river. 
 

CLUBS WILL PROVIDE THE MEATS 
 
For those who wish to do so, the hall will be open for us on the Friday night for toilets 
if you would like to camp overnight, and also the Saturday night should you 
decide to make a weekend of it. 
 

There will be some fun to be had for sure, the best of three challenges again will take the trophy out. So come 
long support this inter branch Challenge, join in the fox hunt, Toss the Tait and the final challenge the tug of war.   
We look forward to seeing as many as possible for a fun fil led day with some old and new friends. 
 

Any further information required please Contact Topsy ZL2LS from Branch 26 or Grant ZL2BK from Branch 22. 

TWO EXCITING CLUB EVENTS THIS MONTH… 
 

AGM - March 10th 
 

If you all get nominations forms in beforehand it speeds things up a lot! 
 

Read last year’s AGM Minutes here as they will be “taken as read” on the night - save even more time. 
 

PLEASE TAKE A SMALL PLATE FOR SUPPER AFTER THE AGM & General Meetings 
 

and don’t forget... 

AGM Meeting; 10 March. EOC, 19.30hrs 
 

Social Group; 17 March. 12.00hrs - The Vines 
 

Committee Meeting; 24 March 07.30hrs - EOC 

BUMPER 

EDITION! 
BUMPER 

EDITION! 



BRAYSHAW PARK UPDATE 
 

Harry has engineered and installed bars on the hut window and is currently working on a hasp on the door to 
make it more secure.  
The DC wiring from the solar panels was completed a while ago and the batteries (from Grant) installed, 
organised by Stuart. 
Stuart and Paul have had a look at the hut foundations to make it more stable and provide an earthing system. 
Another working bee required? 
I came across a suitable operating desk and seat which were in good nick and available at a very reasonable cost 
so took the liberty to secure these. I have done some operating using them, chasing DX, and find them 
comfortable. 
We intended using an FT1000 as a rig up there which happened to be available on long-term loan. However, the 
FT1000MP Mk5 requires either a 230v supply or a dual 12v/30v supply. Grant loaned me a UPS to try but the 
230v FP-29 supply for the Yaesu refuses to operate from it, even with the input grunt of the Brayshaw batteries 
and with an isolation transformer in an attempt to improve the 230v waveform from the UPS. We may have to re-
visit the rig situation, although I have yet to try some Chinese inverters I have, to provide the 30v required by the 
Yaesu on transmit. Otherwise a rig that will run purely on 12v may be required.  
Electrical noise is another problem. The UPS generates quite a bit of wideband QRM on 80m (S9) and 40m (S7) 
and 20m (S3). Higher bands are ok, although there is some QRM on odd frequencies. The isolation transformer 
cleans some of this up on 20m and above but doesn’t have much effect on 80/40m. I’ve tried some ferrite beads 
on the supply leads but the effect is small.  Maybe good earthing might help but we will have to wait and see on 
that one when Paul is able to get around to it. 
Other gear which require 230v is the antenna rotator controller and a computer. The controller generates some 
noise when traversing but it is tolerable and I only powered it up when requiring a shift in position. The computer 
will only last so long on batteries though.  
Lighting can be 12v LED’s I guess.   
Anyway, that's where it’s all at the moment so any thoughts 
you may have are welcome. 
 

Cheers, Bill 

MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING   
EOC 11 February 2016 at 19.40 Hours 

 

Present: 19 members and 1 guest. 
Apologies: Ken Hynds, Helen Harris, Colleen Lawson, Gerard Van Antwerpen 

Previous Minutes: No matters arising 
Correspondence:  Inward - Nil  Outward – Nil 

Finance: No report available. 
REPORTS 
Repeater: Nil to report, committee keen to get noise resolved 
SAR: Nil to report 
Brayshaw Park: Bill reported that he had some good DX (Georgia Island). Panels are wired and batteries 
connected. No radio installed as yet until multi voltage power supply issue is resolved. 

GENERAL BUSINESS  
AGM – forms available and distributed at the meeting and electronically with Interface.  

Please return via email or post to Kaye by 28 February. 
Joint BBQ Nelson – was a good day out. 

Wine Fest – Stuart briefed those attending and issued maps and instructions. 
Jock White Field Day – Set up from midday, contest starts at 3 pm until midnight on the Saturday (27th),  

starts again Sunday 6am with a finish of 3 pm. There will be some food and a cuppa available through the 
day. Everyone welcome. Would be good to have extra assistance to instal and pull down equipment. 

Grape Ride – 2nd April – Stuart wil l circulate list for helpers in March. 
Presentation/Talk by Wayne Parker: Big Data – Wayne gave a comprehensive talk on the issues of Big Data as 
it impacts on the film industry and how it may effect everyone who works on data in any way for the future. This 
talk was a limited version of his presentation at the IBM conference in Australia in 2014. 

Meeting closed 20:15 

Good Earthing? 

Nanchangs do flyover at Wine & Food Festival 

Paul & Stuart 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING   
25 February 2016 at 19.40 Hours 

 

Present: Paul Rennie, Robin Carter, Chris Grant, Kaye Hannagan (secretary), Stuart Watchman (left early – 
NZART Sked), Ken Hynds (treasurer), Ken Menzies 
 

Apologies: Grant Simpson (president) 
 

Matters Arising: Nil 
 

Correspondence:   
Inward:   Account from NZ Post for box service Break In 
 Blenheim Accounting for review of financials  Bank Statement 
Finance:  
Some accounts sti ll  to be invoiced pertaining to the Brayshaw Park Shed. 
Still some money collected for subs to be given to Ken by Grant. 
Donations received for assi stance provided at Christmas parade and Marlborough Half Marathon. 
Accounts have been reviewed by the auditor and are now ready for the AGM. 

 

Repeater report: Attempt was made to tackle the site recently. Unable to reach site due to 4WD system not 
working in transport vehicle. Another expedition to be mounted on 5 March. 
SAR Report:  Nil events 
 

GENERAL BUSINESS:      
Upcoming events: 
Grape Ride roster – to come out around mid February – can you please advise Stuart if you are available. 
Paul received an email asking for assistance with communications for the MTB event run by Kevin Wilson 

on 15 May. Paul will follow up as the email was not clear and report back to the next meeting. 
 

The Ned - Another attempt to be made on 5 March – contact Ken M or Paul if you are able to help. 

Brayshaw Hut  - Chris and Stuart are working on a formal ‘agreement to occupy’ with Vintage Farm Machinery. 
Health and Safety - Chris has been following this through to identify if there is any risk for MARC and members 
under the new legislation coming into effect on 4 April 2016. Currently it is believed that the Club is fulfil ling the 
requirements based on the general framework on the DOL website. Chris is to attend a presentation by the DOL 
as part of another group and will bring back anything of interest to the next meeting. 
Silver Fern Car Rally -  Organisers emailed. Nothing returned – no further news. 

Kenwood 440 - Radio has been uplifted but not yet checked. After testing Robin to put on Trade Me 
Other MARC radio equipment was also discussed: 
Kenwood 430 was on loan to a member who has since become a silent key, it may have been picked up; Robin to 
check if this is the case. 
Antenna Analyser - some investigation has been completed around a new analyser by Tony, Bill and Robin. 
Chris undertook to ask Tony to email options found to Bill and Robin for discussion. 
AGM – Please have reports ready and to Caryl for Interface production at the end of February. Reminder to be 
sent out for nominations to Kaye by end of February. 
AGM Nomination forms -  have been distributed at the general meeting and attached to Interface, please ensure 
these are back to Kaye via email (katznkaye55&gmail.com) prior to the end of February. 
General Discussion -  How Branch 22 committee can remain up to date and responsive to changes in the sector 
that impact both on the Branch and Ham Radio in general.  
 

Meeting closed 20:10 

Seen on a T shirt 
at the Wine & 

Food Festival... 

Bill Gerard Don J Clare Don L 



EXAMINER’S REPORT  -  2015/16 
 

Les Stephenson sat the amateur radio test with a very comfortable pass on 29 July 2015. He has applied for 
ZL1AKX as a callsign.   
Les is a resident of the Coromandel but was in Blenheim for a month or two in their motorhome seeing to a 
backpackers business, so he decided to sit the exam here. 
 

- ZL2AYZ 
 

QSL MANAGER’S REPORT  -  2015/2016 
 

Only 37 cards were received from the ZL2 bureau this year which is a massive drop over the previous year. 
Recipients were ZL2AYZ, ZL2BH, and one each for ZL2IW, ZL2RE, ZL2BK (but not his, apparently), ZL2DOG 
(SK), ZL2JKP, ZL2AD, ZL2BF and ZL2KS. The last mentioned was for a 40m CW contact on Field Day with 
F5GPE in Grenoble, France by Don Jamieson. We haven’t got any ZL2KS cards, so I replied with a nice postcard 
of beautiful Blenheim instead (but not showing any vineyards!). 
Other cards of interest were CF3A commemorating 250 years of the Canadian Postal Service, the ON6NB DX-
pedition to Albania (ZA), and a card from EF6 celebrating the new King of Spain Felipe VI. 
 HF conditions are showing the expected decline but solar flux figures are sti ll  oscillating around 100. 
There was much DX-pedition activity last year, with more to come this year. The Heard Island DX-pedition is 
imminent and should be easier to work from ZL than the recent South Georgia (VP8) activity.  
DX Summit on the Internet continues to be a very useful source of up-to-date information on reported current 
activity on the HF bands and 6m as well, saving much time surfing the bands fruitlessly. A click on a callsign can 
instantly show your chances of working the station from current ionospheric conditions! 
 

- ZL2AYZ 

Item to Action Who 

Pursue clarity of purpose and service agreement with BPMVFM regarding indemnity concerns 
raised - ongoing Stuart & Chris 

Follow up regarding the internet link to BPMVFM design and implementation. Grant 

Publicity – Grant to follow up Grant 

The Ned – Organise replacement of turnbuckles Paul Rennie 

Meeting topic for meetings over next 12 months ??? 

Repeater at Kaikoura Grant 

Grape Ride roster – let Stuart know if available Stuart 

MTB event 15 May Paul 

Silver Fern Rally Robin 

Kenwood 440 Robin 

Antenna analyser All 

ACTION LIST  

AREC REPORT 2015/2016  
 

This last year has seen a few call outs, the main one being back in July which resulted in two persons being 
rescued overnight from the slopes of Mt Sunday. This rescue involved Stuart and myself keeping a continuous 
watch on a local repeater throughout the night until 7am next morning when the persons arrived back at the Police 
Station. Also one other search involving comms was for a missing elderly woman last seen walking up the 
Waihopai Valley towards Cowslip Valley. She normally went walking very early in the morning but this day she 
somehow got disorientated and ended up somewhere near Ramshead Station. When found, all she could say 
was “Yum yum kebabs”, her son owns the kebab shop in town. This lady had covered some phenomenal distance 
and with the help of Facebook was duly found early the next morning safe and well after eating apples off trees on 
the way. With more people hiring Locator Beacons there are fewer Search and Rescues. 
Land Sar training is ongoing and taking up some valuable time but is very necessary, as we will find out. 
In closing I would like to thank all who have been there when the flag goes up and have given of their valuable 
time especially  Stuart Watchman, Ken Hynds, Ron, Helen Harris, Harry Stephens, Bill Cousins, Grant Simpson 
and others. 
I have been attending most SAR meetings and training exercises when able to keep up AREC profile of which we 
are held in high esteem with the local Police and SAR personnel. 
   
- Paul Rennie 
Section Leader 



 INCOME      EXPENDITURE    

Subs Collected for 2016   260.00    Insurance    1,573.89   

Subs Collected for 2015  580.00    Donation to Auditor    150.00   

     840.00   BBQs and Field Day expenses  560.05   

2014 Silverfern Donations   2,200.00   Post Box   170.00   

Event and Other Donations   8,170.00   Brashaw Park Hut  10,326.14   

Bank Account 00 Interest    114.99   Solar Panels for Hut   1,972.46   

Bank Account 01 Interest    254.04   License Fees  506.00   

Bank Account 02 Interest    40.04   Hut moving Expences  172.50   

          20 BAOFENG BFUV-6 with spares 1,390.00   

          Other Smaller Items and parts  2,019.69   

Income for 2015   11,619.07   NZART Membership  89.00   

       

Bank Balance 31.12.14         

Account 00   7,294.74      

Account 01    27,124.73    Expenditure for 2015   18,929.73  

Account 02   3,319.98      

Unpresented Cheques   - 6,007.81      

Unbanked Cash   40.00      

       

Balance B/Fwd 01.01.15   31,771.64      

   43,390.71   ASSETS    

2015 expenditure              

General Account 00  6,458.63       Bank Balance 31.12.15    

Reserve Fund Account 01  12,471.10    Account 00  10,001.10   

AREC Account 02                -      Account 01  11,099.86   

Total Expenditure   18,929.73      Account 02  3,360.02   

      24,460.98  

        

    Equipment as per Schedule   44,282.97  

31.12.15 Balance Account 00  10,001.10          

31.12.15 Balance Account 01  11,099.86    Total Assets   68,743.95  

31.12.15 Balance Account 02  3,360.02       

       

Total in Bank   24,460.98      

             

   43,390.71     

What’s 
oxidation 
anyway? 

Gee I don’t know... My 
science is a little rusty 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 83rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Held at EOC on 12th March 2015 @ 19:38 Hrs. 

  

Present: Grant Simpson (Chair), Bil l Cousins (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer) plus 13 members. 
 

Apologies: Harry Stephens, John Neal, Wayne Parker, Ian McKercher, Kaye Hannagan, Rob Carter, Paul 
Rennie, Colleen Lawson, Tony Daken. 
 

Minutes: Minutes of the 82nd AGM were taken as read in view of their being published in Interface. A vote was 
taken to accept them as a true and accurate record. 
 Helen Harris/Graham McCulloch  –  Carried 
 

Business Arising: Nil 
 

Financial: The financial report was circulated among the members for review and comment. This report has not 
been officially reviewed as yet due to the unexpected hospitalization of the reviewer, Mrs M.O’Connell. 
Ken Hynds moved that this Financial Report be accepted.  
 Ken Hynds/Stuart Watchman  -  Carried 
 

Helen Harris thanked the Treasurer for his diligence and hard work through a busy year, what with the NZART 
National Conference and the Silver Fern activity. 
 

Correspondence: Nil 
 

Change to the Constitution: 
A change to the constitution as notified in Interface was tabled. 
In summary, this affected Section 18 (Account and Audit) where the reference to calendar months was extended 
to three and the word “audited” was changed to “reviewed”. 
This also affected Section 19 necessitating a change from “auditor” to “reviewer”.  
Authority to change Section 18 was moved by Christine Conway and seconded by Helen Harris. The change to 
Section 19 was moved by Stuart Watchman and seconded by Gerard Van Antwerpen. 
 

Reports: 
The following listed reports published in Interface were taken as read 
President 
QSL Manager 
Exam Supervisor 
Social Group 
Repeaters 
AREC 

It was moved that the reports be accepted. 
 Ian Conway/Ron Harris  -  Carried 
Election of Officers: 
The incumbents of the following positions have agreed to continue in office: 
Treasurer:  Ken Hynds 
Committee Members: Paul Rennie, Ken Menzies, Rob Carter, Chris Grant. 
 

Grant Simpson was declared President, being the only nominee for the position.  
 Ken Hynds/Roger Lawson - carried. 
Ken Menzies offered to serve as Vice-President. 
There were no nominations received for the Secretary’s position. 
Stuart Watchman offered to serve on the committee meantime.  
This was supported by Ken Hynds and seconded by Christine Conway. 
 

It was moved that the willing incumbents of the following positions be confirmed: 
QSL Manager Bill Cousins  
Examination Supervisors     Bill Cousins and John Neal 
Call Sign Trustees Ian Conway, Stuart Watchman     
Repeater Trustees  Grant Simpson, Ken Menzies           
Morse  Ken Menzies,     
Social Group Coordinator Ross Holdaway                                                                             
Training Officer Stuart Watchman                                                                                   
Librarian Gerard. van Antwerpen 
Interface Editor Caryl Simpson                                                                                            
Web Master Grant Simpson 
AREC Section Leader  Paul Rennie   
 Gerard Van Antwerpen/Helen Harris  -  Carried 
 

The position of reviewer of the Accounts has yet to be confirmed in view of the current disability of Mrs O’Connell. 
 

Please read last year’s AGM Minutes, below, in preparation for the AGM as these will be taken as read. 

Tony W 

Ron 



In accepting the position of President, Grant Simpson called for better communication in Committee affairs and 
event organisation. It was agreed that the President needs to be supported by the committee. 
 

General Business: 
Subscriptions: Christine Conway moved that subscriptions remain at their current level.   
        Seconded Gerard Van Antwerpen  -  carried. 
 

Thanks: Chris Grant expressed thanks to Kaye (in absentia) for her leadership as President over the past three 
years. She outlined achievements in that time. Carried by acclamation. 
Chris also thanked Bill Cousins for his service as Secretary. 
 

Closure: There being no further AGM business the meeting was closed at 2030 hrs and followed by the Club’s 
Monthly General Meeting. 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2015/2016 
 

What an interesting, and progressive, year it has been for our club. Thanks to all the money raised through doing 
comms for the likes of the Wine & Food Festival, Grape Race, Silver Fern Rally and various other car, cycle and 
horse events, we have been able to enhance the club’s assets, and members’ participation, in practical ways. 
Our biggest expenses have involved the ongoing construction of the HF station at Brayshaw Park. I’m sure this 
will be a great asset to the club members, especially those without the ability to operate HF at home. 
Special thanks go to Bill Cousins and his team for doing the extensive groundwork (ie paperwork) required at 
Brayshaw Park and then arranging the actual work. The many helpers have done a great job. 
A pleasing number of members have put their hands up over the year to help with the various above-mentioned 
events and this has made it easier for those doing the planning. You will see from all the photos scattered about 
this newsletter, that helping out at the Wine & Food was especially liked and those guarding the chillers were  
treated well, with some offered food from the stalls (those offered wine had to regretfully decline). Stuart has done 
a great job of organising this for many years now and would like a break so if you are willing to take over, he 
would much appreciate it. I am sure he would help you understand what needs to be done. 
Our secretary, Kaye, has decided she does not wish to continue in this role. I would like to thank her for her work 
over the past months since taking over from Bill, and for taking on the job when nobody else stepped up to the 
plate. Many thanks to Bill for staying on in the secretarial job after the last AGM until the handover to Kaye. 
I would also like to thank Caryl for the excellent job she does on Interface. I know she goes to a lot of trouble to 
get photos of events, either taking them herself or hounding members to take them as well, to make the 
newsletter more colourful and interesting for you all. One hopes it also encourages you all to actually read it! 
Another stalwart who is finally having to pass on the baton is Ross Holdaway. He took over as the Social Group 
Co-ordinator when John Neal left for Wellington. Month after month he has kept this group informed of meetings 
for delicious lunches. He has done a commendable job which has been much appreciated by the attendees. 
Thank you Ross. 
I look forward to seeing a big turnout at the combined BBQ at Carluke 12 March. Remember, we have to keep the 
trophy from heading back over the hill to Nelson! 
 

- Grant, ZL2BK 
 

REPEATER REPORT 
 

The past twelve months have been quiet on the repeater front. They are all working 
well, apart from the crackle on 695.  
An attempt was made last weekend to fix this but unfortunately the crew had vehicle 
problems so could not get to the site. They are working on another attempt so the 
fault can be fixed before the Grape Ride. 
 

- Grant, ZL2BK 
 

AGM NOMINATIONS 
 

A number of nominations have been received, for various positions, but feel free to 
put your name, or someone else’s (a s long as they have agreed first!) forward on the 
night - 10th March. Don’t forget a small plate for supper! 

SOCIAL GROUP REPORT 2015 / 2016 
 

We have continued our monthly luncheons at the Vines Restaurant at the Redwood Tavern where we are made 
very welcome. We enjoy a very relaxed occasion where, along with our usual casual conversations, members 
from time to time relate their fascinating experiences and histories. 
Our numbers are usually about 10 to 12. One attendee, John Holland ZL4WZ, has now become a silent key. His 
partner, Isobel Reid, has sold her house and moved back to Rotorua. 
We meet at 12 midday on the third Thursday of each month and new members would be welcome. Our thanks to  
Ross Holdaway, our co ordinator, who has moved to the ranks of active participant after many years of holding us 
together. 
 

- Chris Grant ZL2CHG 

Grant stopping the 
sun from reflecting 
off his bald spot  



Annabelle White cooking 

Phil NiVan Band 

Ken M 

Ladi6 

Tami Nielson 

Roger L 

Dr Sanchez 

Roger B 

WINE & FOOD FESTIVAL 
 

Happy crowds, happy performers, 
happy chiller guards, great day!  

Thanks to you all for your time & help. 



FIELD DAY  2016 
 

This year saw one of the best turnouts for the event that we have seen in recent years. Climatic conditions were 
very warm with no rain, although the nor-westerly wind was rather strong on Saturday evening. Even the more 
usual Sunday morning chil l was not evident. 
Ian Conway, Stuart Watchman, Tony Whitaker, Don Laing, Grant Simpson and Bill Cousins all lent a hand with 
construction which was completed in plenty of time for a sharp kickoff at 1500 hrs on Saturday. Largely the same 
team saw to de-construction on Sunday assisted by Lara McIntyre. 
A good team of operators enabled us to cover most time periods although we missed two of our CW men who 
were otherwise engaged this year and thus we found ourselves a bit thin in that area. Stil l, the sterling efforts of 
Ian Conway, Paul Rennie, Stuart Watchman, Bill Cousins, Rob Carter, Gerard Van Antwerpen, Neville Marr, 
Wayne Parker and Don Laing ensured that we chalked up a very creditable score and have a very good chance 
of retaining the Midland Trophy. All up (phone and CW) there were just over 500 contacts on 80m and over 430 
on 40m. Unfortunately there only appeared to be four Midland contesters this year. Nelson (ZL2ARG) made a 
token appearance on 80m phone, while Christchurch West (ZL3VV) made a solid effort on both bands but only on 
phone. Their 40m score was in the 600’s but only in the 200’s on 80m. Ashburton (ZL3ARC) contributed a good 
score on both bands and modes but we managed to keep ahead of them. North Canterbury (ZL3RR) also did well 
on both bands but they were obviously short on CW operators too. It was good to note old friends and contacts 
active and hear our operators exchanging pleasantries accordingly. For me it was great to hear Ian Sexton 
(ZL1PZ) active on CW as a home station even though he is well into his 90’s. Ian was very active in years past, in 
the Memorial Contest QRP section, as was I. 
The IC-718’s again served us well rig-wise, as did the dipoles used on each band. Thanks to Ian Conway, a very 
ingenious 14.3m irrigation pipe mast raised the 80m antenna higher than we have ever had it in recent years and 
it paid off in performance. Despite the usual tail-off in propagation around midday on 80m, we were stil l working 
the length of the country and receiving favourable comments on our signal. Some couldn’t resist the odd tilt at DX 
on 40m on Saturday evening, which included W7ABT in Oregon and a few VK’s. Even 80m was offering DX early 
on Saturday evening and cluttering up a few channels. But Ian’s mast was really something to behold and the 
lightness of the aluminium pipes and the pipe extension mechanism cleverly made up by Ian made for very 
convenient erection. 
Although Field Day has a competitive element to provide some incentive and challenge, it is also a social 
occasion in pleasant, rural, surroundings. For that reason, it was great to have Gavin Piercy (ZL4IY) and Lara 
McIntyre (ZL2SOMETIMESOON) join us to observe and have a yarn. The interest is appreciated. As were the 
cupcakes deliciously prepared by Caryl Simpson and other goodies kindly contributed by Paul, Lara and others. 
This event functions on the goodwill and kind assistance of many members (see above). Much thanks is due to 
them, as it makes the organisation thereof relatively easy and very much a team effort. This is not taken for 
granted and is much appreciated, as it is good fun and, I think anyway, good for the club. It has been a well-
supported event throughout the country for many years and deserves participation. Thank you to all concerned. 
 

- Bill 

ZL2AYZ 

Field day base camp with, below arrow on left (as hard to see), 40m antenna and 80m antenna on right  

All the comforts 
of home (almost) 



FIELD DAY PHOTOS by Caryl & Grant Simpson, Bill Cousins & Paul Rennie 
Paul (back) with Stuart  on the radio while 

Gavin looks on 
Gerard  

Paul, Ian, Bill 
relax pre start 

Stuart 
on CW 

Bill 

Gerard 

Wayne 

Rob & 
Don L 

Ian & Lara 



Spectacular sunset. Paul Rennie’s photo 

Way hey and up she rises!  
Tony, Grant & Stuart haul away on the 40m antenna. 

Please note how I have managed to do this whole page without mentioning men and their erections! (It was hard)  

Up she goes. The 80m rising from the ashes grass.  
Ian & Tony (? obscured) left & Don Laing on right. 

Success!   Tony, Grant, Don & Stuart 

80m ready to be raised to full height using Ian’s 
ingenious pipe extension & below, in all its glory. 



CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
See what’s coming up in your club. Make sure you volunteer for something, if able, & mark it on your calendar! 

 

MARCH 
 10..............AGM 
 12 ..............Branches 22 & 26 Annual BBQ @ Carluke Domain 
 12 ..............The Old Ghost Ultra Marathon, Buller (Base only) 
APRIL 
 2 ................Grape Ride 
MAY 
 14 ..............Saint Clare Half Marathon (Base only) 

GRAPERIDE SATURDAY 2ND APRIL 
 

Just when you will have recovered from the wine festival here comes the Graperide!  
This will be run as usual club members in official vehicles and in roadside positions.  
We may need a new volunteer for tail end this year:  
Leave Forrest Estate at approx. 0945 and get back about 2.30pm with a leisurely ride around the circuit. 
Please mark this date on your calendars, I will be chasing you in early March. 
See: http://www.graperide.co.nz 
  

- Stuart ZL2TW 

There are 
5 members who 

have yet to pay their subs. 
Thank you to the rest of 
you for your payments. If 
those 5 do not pay within 
the next 4 weeks, this will 

be the last newsletter 
they get! 

BERNIE 
LANKSHEAR 

HELP! 
Helen was rung last night to say the Car Club have not got their radios sorted and 
please can we provide comms on March 13th at Tua Marina end of Kaituna Track? 
I have no times etc but require 3 volunteers to help Ron & I. 
 

- Helen Harris 
Phone 5796181 or ronlen@vodafone.co.nz 

Linda Helen Ian 

Chris 


